
 FIRST TIME EXTRA COURSE „INTRO TO VOCAL COACHING”

8 DAYS VOCAL WORKSHOP. IMPROVE YOUR VOICE, VOCAL 

TECHNIQUE, MUSICALITY AND STYLE WHILE RELAXING IN  

A BEAUTIFUL SUMMER CAMP. TOP VOICE COACHES FROM 

ALL OVER THE WORLD INCLUDING: CANADA, USA, SPAIN,  

CUBA,  SINGAPORE, IRELAND, URUGUAY AND POLAND. 

OUR WORKSHOPS ARE DESIGNED FOR ALL LEVELS, FROM 

AMATEUR TO PROFESSIONAL SINGERS AND ACTORS.

www.EuropeanVocalCamp.com

VII EUROPEAN   
 VOCAL  CAMP

Poland 22nd - 30th July 2017

Early Bird Price till December 10th!



• 8 DAYS OF INTENSIVE VOCAL STYLE TRAINING & WORKSHOPS guided by world  
top instructors.

• INTRODUCING OUR FIRST VOCAL COACH TRAINING  IN CAMP BY MENTOR 
VOCAL COACH , UNIVERSITY LECTURER, ANDRES MARTORELL

• DAILY LESSONS by certified voice coaches, including IVA and SLS certified instructors.

• 19 SPECIALIZED WORKSHOPS including: Jazz, Soul, Gospel, Rock, Songwriting,  
World Music, Ear and Rhythm Training, Audition Tools, Vocal Technique, Performance, 
Musical Theater, Music theory, Improvisation for Singers, etc.

• ADDITIONAL WORKSHOPS, including: Circlesongs, Beatbox, Afro Cuban Voice 
Therapy, Musicality for Singers, Social Media, Pulse/Rhythm/Groove, Body 
Percussion .

• ACCOMODATION IN AN AMAZING RESORT - a “living” museum. Polish 
Folklore Center - Nagawki. A place with folk atmosphere at its best, that also 
include swimming pools, saunas, open countryside walks, and as usual for 
that time of the year, amazing sunny weather. 

• CLOSE TO NATURE, incredible folk architecture in a creative  
atmosphere in central Poland. Ideal spot for relaxation and learning.



Vocal camp suits everyone who wants to improve their voice, performance and 
musicality. Both for Actors and singers who practice singing as a hobby or for those 
who already are professional. 

Our venue is excepcional and unique around the world, the atmosphere is always 
the best, and the teachers are the best in the world on their speciallity. 

Every year camp is attended by students coming from all over the world, in 2016 
we had 19 countries represented in camp, from 4 continents.

All Vocal Camp workshops are held only in English. 

Vocal Camp is only for adults. (Over 18’s)



PROGRAM

Vocal Camp is divided in three modules:

Technique Morning’s: Practicing your vocal technique; each day you will have 
a 30-minute private session with a certified voice teacher. Also, if you are going 
on full learning mode, you can take advantage of our morning “additional” 
workshops, including: Circlesongs, Beatbox, Afro Cuban Voice Therapy, 
Musicality for Singers, Social Media, Pulse/Rhythm/Groove, Body Percussion . 
Private lessons and additional workshops are held every day except on Wednesday.

Style Afternoon’s:  a choice of 12 different style workshops style, where 
You can participate in any of your choice, as well as participating at the 2 general 
workshops: “Gospel Choir” and “Inside Vocal Technique”. Style workshops  
will be held every day. As soon as you sign up for camp, you need to send us 
your choice of workshops, which you will be attending for the entire duration 
of Vocal Camp. Each group has a maximum of 25 people. First booking has 
priority. (Notice that you will be participating on the same workshops every 
day).

Practice Evenings: Lots of evening activities, including some performing 
events.

Vocal camp ends with a final concert on Saturday night.

Departure is on Sunday after brunch.

The exact descriptions of all classes and prices can be found on the 
table below.

IMPORTANT: All classes will be given in English.

IMPORTANT: Morning Every day Vocal Lessons, ALL Style Afternoon Workshops, 

and Evening Activities are all included on the vocal camp fee, also accommodation, 

3 buffet meals daily and transport inside Poland.



MEALS

3 times a day we will have a delicious, home-style cuisine, including vegetarian options 
(meals are included on the camp fee). Foods are cooked only using products from the 
surrounding villages and from local suppliers. In our resort there’s also a bar where 
you can spend your free time at the late nights, socialize and have a drink, etc. 
There’s not people staying at the resort that is not attending camp, we book the 
resort all in exclusivity and not outsiders are allowed on the premises at any time.

ACCOMODATION 

Nagawki Village - Polish Folklore Center in Nagawki, is a unique place in the  
center of Poland. Situated on over 2 hectares of beautifully countryside 
lands and far from any big city, this magical resort will surprise you. Nagawki 
facilities are designed for all year-round leisure and recreation activities, 
and the proposed offer includes a wide range of Services: beautiful rooms, 
historic houses, stables, swimming pools, sauna, massages, etc. Sharing 
Accommodation in 2, 3 and 4 people rooms with their own private 
bathrooms. The rooms are really high standard.

GETTING THERE

Also, included in your fee your transport will be provided in and out 
of the camp. Notice that the transport (BUS) leaves Warsaw Chopin 
Airport on Saturday July 22nd around 3.30pm and goes back to the 
Airport on Sunday 30th early morning. If your flights are late on those 
dates we will do our best to arrange an alternative transport for you, 
if possible (only sometimes we can solve it). Any additional nights 
you may stay, before or after camp, are not covered by us.



DETAILED SCHEDULE

JULY 22nd, SATURDAY - ARRIVAL at around 16:30 

Welcome to Vocal Camp, First Dinner, Teachers and workshops introduction.

JULY 23rd-28th, SUNDAY to FRIDAY

08:00 - 10:00 | BREAKFAST

8:00 - 09:00 | ADDITIONAL WORKSHOP - Dance and Stage Expression - Magda Navarrete

9:00 - 10:00 | EXTRA TRAINING - Intro to Voice Coaching -  Andres Martorell

09:30 - 14:00 | PRIVATE VOICE LESSONS - Individual lessons (30 min) each participant will 
receive a fixed time for every day lessons. (Except Wednesday, free morning). You will 
have your private lesson everyday with the same coach: Ian Davidson, Cathal Jack, 
Andres Martorell, Magda Navarrete, Irene Shams, Rebecca Lam or Tina LLyod Meals.

11:00 - 12:00 | ADDITIONAL WORKSHOPS

Sunday to Tuesday - Afrocuban Voice Therapy - Melvis Santa
Thursday to Saturday - Musicality for singers - Melvis Santa

12:00 - 13:00 | ADDITIONAL WORKSHOPS

Sunday to Tuesday - Beatbox - Dharni Ng
Thursday to Saturday -Social Media - Dharni Ng

13:00 - 14:00 | ADDITIONAL WORKSHOPS

Sunday to Tuesday - Pulse/Rhythm/Groove - Kuba Palys
Thursday to Saturday - Body Music - Kuba Palys 

14:00 - 15:00 | LUNCH

15:15 - 20:30 | STYLE WORKSHOPS (see table below)

Please notice that workshops from 18:30 - 19:30 are 3-day workshops; please 
choose 2 workshops from the list below on that time spot.

20:30 - 21:30 | DINNER

21:30 | CONCERTS, OPEN MIC NIGHTS, MOVIES, BONFIRE NIGHT, SWIMMING

POOL PARTY etc.!

JULY 29th, SATURDAY

The entire Saturday afternoon we will be holding sound-checks and 
rehearsing on stage each group for our evening final concert at the 
amphitheater. Local public and media will attend the concert from 
Warsaw and Lodz.

JULY 30th, SUNDAY

11:00 - 13:00 |BRUNCH and time to finish up an amazing week!



DANCE AND STAGE EXPRESSION - Magda Navarrete

 ADDITIONAL WORKSHOP8:00 - 9:00

INTRO TO VOCAL COACHING - Andres Martorell

EXTRA TRAINING9:00 - 10:00

GOSPEL CHOIR - Ian Davidson

REGULAR WORKSHOP19:45 - 20:30

30 MIN. EVERY DAY VOICE LESSONS (except wednesday)

INDIVIDUAL VOICE LESSONS9:00 - 14:00

INSIDE VOCAL TECHNIQUE - Andres Martorell

REGULAR WORKSHOP15:15 - 15:45

A-CAPELLA - Ian DavidsonRHYTHM FOR SINGERS - Rebecca LamWORLD MUSIC - Irene Shams

REGULAR WORKSHOP (choose one)16:00 - 17:00

MUSICAL THEATER - Tina LLoyd MealsRIFFS AND RUNS - Rebecca LamJAZZ AND SCAT - Irene Shams

REGULAR WORKSHOP (choose one)17:15 - 18:15

BREAKFAST8:00 - 10:00

LUNCH14:00 - 15:00

DINNER20:30 

 ADDITIONAL WORKSHOPS

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY

AFRO CUBAN VOICE THERAPY - Melvis Santa MUSICALITY FOR SINGERS - Melvis Santa11:00 - 12:00

BEATBOX - Dharni Ng SOCIAL MEDIA - Dharni Ng12:00 - 13:00

 PULSE/RHYTHM/GROOVE - Kuba Pałys BODY MUSIC - Kuba Pałys13:00 - 14:00

11:00 - 14:00

REGULAR WORKSHOP (choose one)

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY

18:30 - 19:30

PERFORMANCE - Magda Navarrete

ACTING THROUGH SONG - Magda Navarrete

INTRO TO CLASICAL SINGING - Tina L. Meals

AUDITION TOOLS - Tina LLoyd Meals

ROCK 1 - Cathal Jack 

ROCK 2 - Cathal Jack 



ANDRES MARTORELL | Ireland, Uruguay

Andres is a vocal coach, voice builder/researcher, speech coach, and 

professional performer. He was born in Uruguay and is now living between 

Ireland and Poland. For over fifteen years, he studied vocal technique in 

North America and Europe with some of the world’s top voice teachers while

also working a very busy performing schedule. In SLS, he reached certification

level 4.5 and is now a Mentor Instructor with IVA.

For the last twelve years as a teacher, Andres has trained over 1,000 voices, from shower singers to Grammy Award winners 

to various Multi-Platinum singers—even Number 1 Billboard Artists. Besides regularly teaching private lessons in-person 

in Ireland and Poland, as well as Skype lessons all over the world, Andres’ knowledge has been shared via online webinars 

for voice teachers and singers worldwide.

As a composer and songwriter, Andres has successfully written songs for many artists that have made it to various 

international charts. One of his own musical projects, “Baile An Salsa,” is currently produced by five-time Grammy 

winner and producer Walter Flores. Andres’ devotion for singing has not only compelled him to train hard to become a 

voice coach with a great reputation worldwide, but to live the experience himself as a singer, touring around the world 

with many different musical projects.

Andres is also very passionate about vocal science. To educate himself in this subject, he attended numerous voice 

teacher conferences and vocal seminars worldwide, including Ingo Titze’s Vocal Science Seminars at the National 

Center for Voice and Speech (NCVS) in Salt Lake City, Utah. He also served as the head of vocal science and research 

in IVA.

Since 2011, Andres has worked as a lecturer for the National University of Ireland, where he created his own 

speech program that combines modern singing vocal technique, vocal science, and his own speech training. In 

the same year, Andres was also appointed as Lecturer in Voice Coaching for the Master’s Degree in Conference 

Interpreting at the National University of Ireland, Galway (NUIG). Additionally, Andres is a guest speaker at The 

School of Medicine of Ireland. 

One of Andres’ greatest passions is traveling all over the world teaching. He has been giving workshops in 

Uruguay, Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Spain, USA, Sweden, and since 2014, he has been a regular guest teacher 

in Denmark at the Complete Vocal Institute (CVI).

TEACHERS AND THEIR WORKSHOPS

INSIDE VOCAL TECHNIQUE
This year has a unique opportunity – this workshop is for EVERYBODY and you don’t have to choose  
between others. Great, concrete knowledge about vocal mechanisms and technique. Class will provide 
the students with voice mechanism knowledge and a vast vocal technique understanding. Focusing  
in voice theory and song application this class will teach the best use of the voice at any situation 
(singing and speaking). Covering vocal health, warm ups, optimum speaking, voice endurance, range, 
resonance, balanced production, and many more topics, this class will intent to give the student all 

the necessary tools to find the natural voice.



PERFORMANCE
There are key elements that will help you stand out from the crowd when you audition for that competition, part, or 
gig. Getting into a band is only half of your work; once you’re in, you’ll be expected to put on a great performance 
each and every time. Singing well is not the only thing people would be expecting from you when you get into the 
stage. The way you move, present, and everything you do while singing will be a big part of it too. This program 
will show you what it takes to make each and every stage performance count. The Stage Performance Workshop 

will give you insight into how to stand on stage, how to move, your musicianship, your look, and how to present 

yourself, all of which will help set you apart from the rest. In this workshop you will get inside information 

on the do’s and don’t by two teachers who are also professional touring artists, and find out what audition  

judges, producers, and directors look for. Develop your auditioning and performance skills, and be on your  

way to success!

ACTING THROUGH SONGS
At the workshop you will be able to feel how the acting techniques can influence your songs, how can 
they be used and how to use them to feel better in the role. As harder and deeper you will connect with 
the content - stronger we will sing our songs. How to use our natural creative potential to create great 
performance. We will work using Meinser Technique tools as well as IMPROV tools. We will be working 
on short theatrical scenes as well.

TEACHERS AND THEIR WORKSHOPS

MAGDA NAVARRETE | Poland

Vocalist, producer,  flamenco  dancer, IVA level 3 coach. Creates fusion of  world 

music with the sounds of the  balkan, flamenco , latinamerican bolero  and 

gypsy jazz.  She’s been singing since the early age of 9 and still developing her 

singing skills.

While living in Madrid, she sang with flamenco musicians and learnt from

the masters of this style. She initiated the Warsaw Vocal Studio and together with Andres Martorell – idea of Vocal Camp. 

She teaches singing and dance, coaches vocals in Poland, Berlin, Belfast and Galway. She has recorded and produced   

3  albums: „Chilli” and „Iman”,  „Warszawski Lutoslawski” -  touring the world.  She is recoriding artist, experienced performer 

and very creative singer. Now working on her 4th album „Mezihra” with internacional band called „Caravana Banda” 

More info can be found www.magdanavarrete. com , www.warsawvocalstudio.pl.



REBECCA LAM | Canada 

Rebecca is a professional vocalist and a certified instructor of the Institute for 

Vocal Advancement (IVA). She has 8+ years of experience teaching singers of 

all levels from her base in Vancouver, Canada and around the world, including 

professional singers from USA music hubs Nashvil le, New York, Los 

Angeles; Japan, Korea and Columbia. Her client list consists of singers of

contemporary music, as well as actors, and people with injured voices in recovery. 

An advanced teacher of the Institute for Vocal Advancement, Rebecca is responsible for training  

IVA teachers to the standard required for certification. As a singer, Rebecca has performed in a variety of groups, 

including local indie folk/pop band, Forest and the Sea, the Delisle Vocal Project and her own original music project.  

Her performance background is focussed in indie-pop, R&B and soul. She has performed with Juno-Award winning 

artists such as Brian Doerkson and Devin Townsend. 

RIFFS & RUNS
In Riffs and Runs, we will dissect the two major aspects of singing riffs/runs successfully: vocal technique and 
musicality. You will learn to balance your voice to sing riffs and runs clearly, accurately and evenly. You will learn 
various drills for future practice to get your voice in shape for long and fast runs! We will break down the licks 
of ‚riffers’ such as Stevie Wonder, Mariah Carey, Beyonce, Tori Kelly, and more. Guiding your ears through 
common vocal improvisation scales and rhythmic patterns, you will start to write your own riffs and sing them,  
moving towards the point of singing riffs and runs effortlessly on the spot!

RHYTHM FOR SINGERS
The voice is better known as a melodic instrument rather than a rhythmic one. Singers are often drawn to 
singing because of its melodic capability while neglecting its rhythmic capability. In the Rhythm for Singers 
course, we will study the common time signatures in popular music, rhythm ear training, how to play 
percussion in a band, rhythmic phrasing and the percussive power of consonants.

TEACHERS AND THEIR WORKSHOPS



 IRENE SHAMS | Spain

Irene Shams, is a versatile Latin - Jazz singer which combines a solid classical 

training with much experience in various fields of music.

She holds the titles of Professor of Piano, Superior Professor of Composition 

and Music Theory at the Superior Conservatory of Music in Madrid.

Her jazz training teachers include the likes of Deborah J. Carter, Horacio

Icasto, Anita Wardell and Bob Stoloff. She has been instructed in the field of improvisation with teachers like Bobby Mcferrin 

and Voicestra, among many others. 

From a very young age she co - directs and conducts several choirs and music groups. She founded and directed since 

2006 the Gospel Choir and Modern Music of the Complutense University of Madrid, with a total of 45 singers and 

instrumentalists. As a singer and director she has participated in various festivals and concerts in Spain, Italy and France. 

Always attracted “World Music”, she is also formed in “ethnomusicology” specializing in the music of the Arab world. 

Regularly he provides different courses of these styles, besides being a musical training specialist at the program for 

teachers and belly dancers AATEC, directed by the prestigious dancer “Nesma”.

Irene has also ventured into other fields such as the development of creativity, overtone singing and healing sounds, 

empowering Perfomance, reiki, positive thinking, meditation, and many other different techniques for personal and 

artistic development . Currently she presents his project „Latin jazzmérica„ with own arrangements of latinoamerican 

“standars”, besides participating in fusion projects with Andalusian themes while working on preparing her first 

album.

 WORLD MUSIC 
During this workshop we will travel around the world through music, discovering new rhythms, languages 
and soundscapes in different musical genres. Sing a Lebanese muwashahat of medieval origin, experience  
the sparkling harmonies of Bulgarian music, learning inuit games, know the key of the Cuban son, experience 
the polyrhythm of Central Africa, improvising on a raga of the India or fly over the Andes with a quechua 
song are just some examples of what we can discover in this course.  Join us in this marvellous musical walk! 

TEACHERS AND THEIR WORKSHOPS

JAZZ STYLE & IMPROVISATION 
In this workshop we will tackle the stylistic bases of the repertoire of jazz, offering tools 
to develop a personal and creative style inside this style. We will pay special attention, 
on the one hand, to develop our “sense of swing” through rhythmic exercises, auditions, 
corporal work, etc. to assimilate the swing as something natural and intrinsic to our singing. 
On the other hand, we will work the improvisation and the scat, practising some basic scales, form, 
harmonic and melodic patterns in jazz, and acquiring tools to develop our creativity in this style.  
Besides this, we will sing some classic standards in order to work on other aspects as phrasing, 
stylistic resources, interpretation, analysis and audition.



CATHAL JACK | IRELAND

Cathal Jack, a native of the Aran Islands on the west coast of Ireland is a a 

voice coach at the Galway Voice Studio. Having started his training in 2007 

with Andres Martorell, and started teaching at the beginning of 2009 Cathal 

has trained with noted Vocal Coaches Dean Kaelin, Jeffrey Skousen, Wendy 

Parr, Greg Enriquez, Spencer Welch and Guy Babusek, which is to say nothing

of his years spent at the Galway Voice Studio under the tutelage of Andres.

As a bassist who has attended Berklee College of Music (2005), Cathal has fronted his band ‚The Wilful’ since 2005 

and has toured exhaustively around Ireland ever since, also touring the UK, Switzerland and the United Arab 

Emirates. Given his background in rock music with ‚The Wilful’ and his original music project ‚SpyFu’, Cathal has 

coupled his work as a technical voice coach with a strong sense of style, particularly with rock music vocals. 

Cathal continues to teach at The Galway Voice Studio, and is hugely enthused about his return to Poland at the European 

Vocal Camp. 

ROCK 1 & ROCK 2
As such a diverse style, rock singing is difficult to define. In this course, one strand which will be explored is that 
nearly any style and genre can be imagined in some way as a rock vocal... even Sinatra! While analysing what 
makes rock singing what it is, our group will explore technical applications of power, growl, vibrato, dynamics 
and phonation. As rock singing can be quite dramatic and powerful we will put an emphasis on how to use your 
voice in this genre in a way which is sympathetic to a singers vocal health. We will also explore how rock singing 

has evolved from Blues in the past, thought Rock & Roll in the fifties, and continued to evolve. This will be a 

workshop absolutely concerned with practical application to performance.

TEACHERS AND THEIR WORKSHOPS



TINA LLOYD MEALS | Usa 

Tina has been a professional musician for the last 30 years. She was trained 

as a classical singer originally and sang with the Chicago Lyric Opera Chorus 

and the San Francisco Opera Chorus, in the famous Bracebridge Dinners at 

the Ahwanee Hotel at Yosemite National Park, in lead operatic roles with San 

Francisco Bay Area opera companies, and as a soloist under the batons of 

Michael Berkowitz, and Norman Gamboa with local symphonies. Tina spent years as a music director/accompanist for 

Bay Area children’s musical theater productions. In the last 6 years, she has been musical director for productions of “The 

Full Monty”, “Dirty Rotten Scoundrels”, “Thoroughly Modern Millie”, “Rocky Horror Show”, “Scrooge”, “Mary Poppins”, 

“The Little Mermaid”, “Bye Bye Birdie”,  and “Titanic, the Musical”. She has appeared as Zombina in “Zombies From 

the Beyond”, Nimue in “Camelot”, Rona Lisa Peretii in “The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee”,  Domina in  

“A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum”, Dolly Levi in “Hello Dolly”, Marmee in “Little Women”, and Desiree 

in “A Little Night Music”.  She has been nominated by San Francisco area awards organizations for musical direction 

and vocal performances and is an award-winner in both mediums.  She has worked with Transcendence Theater 

Company with many Broadway and touring show performers. In addition, Tina was formerly certified as a Speech Level  

Singing instructor and is the current Area Representative for the Institute for Vocal Advancement in Northern  

California and an IVA Instructor III.

She loves to work both vocal technique and vocal coaching with students. Some of her former students are  

Broadway performers and have worked at Beach Blanket Babylon in San Francisco. 

MUSICAL THEATER
Learn a short history of American Musical Theater.  We will learn about the different vocal styles needed 

for singing musical theater and what kind of vocal technique balancing is required for these styles.   

We will spend most of the time getting songs on their feet and interpreting them for performance.  

A UDITION TOOLS
Learn how to put together an audition book with 16 bar and 32 bar cuts. How do you choose an 

appropriate song for a given audition?  Learn how to best prepare for musical theater auditions and 

how to present yourself from how you behave when you walk into an audition, what you wear, and 

how you put together a resume and a headshot.

I NTRO TO CLASSICAL SINGING
Learn a little Opera history while we explore the art of classical singing. We will listen to some 

of the greatest voices over the last century and learn not only about opera but about Classical 

Art Songs.  We will explore technique and practical application of the classical style to Art 

Song and Operatic Arias for those who are willing to take a leap.



 IAN DAVIDSON | Uk 

Ian Davidson is one the UK’s leading singing teachers and vocal coaches.  He 

was the Education Director for the Vocology in Practice (ViP) Global Singing 

Teacher network from 2014-2015, part of the teacher-network for the app 

SIngPro, a fully certified BAST (Be A Singing Teacher) Singing Teacher Trainer, 

a University Lecturer, pianist and performer.

Ian founded Balance Vocal Studio in 2010 and has an impressive track record of teaching and musical direction spanning 

over the last ten years, including teaching vocals and being responsible for the training and ongoing training of vocal staff 

at the Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts (LIPA).  Ian also spent a year teaching at the Institute of the Arts Barcelona, 

where he taught vocals on the BA Musical Theatre and BA Acting courses.

Ian founded the Sanctified Gospel Choir in 2003 and led them to win the Best Newcomer awards at the 2005 Gospel 

Entertainment and Music (GEM) Awards. He also collaborated with Guy Chambers and arranged the backing vocals, 

and directed the gospel choir on, “He Ain’t Heavy, He’s my Brother”, which reached UK Christmas Number 1 in 2012 

and achieved a gold record.

Ian has been invited to teach all over the world including Malta, USA, Norway, Ireland and Switzerland. He has also 

done a vast array of workshops and masterclasses in the UK – such as vocal sessions for Sense of Sound, The BBC , 

The Liverpool Everyman and Playhouse Theatres, and Parr Street Studios.

A-CAPELLA
Subdivided in small groups, the a capella class will focus on vocal music creation. You will learn so many 

different ways to harmonise & blend with other singers. Great class to also develop your musical ear to 

new musical ideas, and to be get to sing A CAPELLA with many different singers from all kind of styles!

GOSPEL CHOIR
This is our daily vocal „explosion”. At the end of every day and after all the intensive workshops we 

get to this special moment when we unite all the power from over 60 singers into a very special 

Gospel Choir. This workshop is for everyone at camp and will also cover some Gospel riffs & runs 

training.

TEACHERS AND THEIR WORKSHOPS



DANCE AND STAGE EXPRESSION
Many years of stage experience, and the ability to work in front of the camera makes Magda Navarrete great 

specialists to work on body expression. Educated in Jazz Modern dance, she had chosen Flamenco as her favorite 

style. Same as her music fusions a lot of influences – her dance as well does.Magda’s classes will give you a 

morning dose of movement and energy counter, and also an extensive knowledge of body awareness. Magda 

will also share practical patents mobility and work with the expression of each of you on stage . Workshop for 

women and for men. We will focus on latin dances, flamenco, jazz modern and yoga elements.

MAGDA NAVARRETE | Poland

Vocalist, producer, dancer, IVA level 3 coach. Creates fusion of Latin music 

with the sounds of the world, flamenco and mixes it with modern electronic 

beats. She’s been singing since the early age of 9 and still developing her 

singing skills. 

While living in Madrid, she sang with flamenco musicians and learnt from the masters of this style. She initiated  

the Warsaw Vocal Studio and together with Andres Martorell  - idea of Vocal Camp. She teaches singing and dance, coaches 

vocals in Poland, Berlin, Belfast and Galway. She has recorded and produced three albums: „Chilli” and „Iman”, „Warszawski 

Lutoslawski”, touring the world. 

ADDITIONAL Workshops are optional and extra charge. If you want to participate should be noted 
in the enrollment to Vocal Camp. 

DANCE AND STAGE EXPRESSION, MONDAY – SATURDAY, 8:00 am – 9:00 am
Workshop costs: 6 sesions x 1 hour = 35 Euro

TEACHERS - ADDITIONAL WORKSHOP



MELVIS SANTA | Cuba, Usa

Singer, composer, pianist, Afro Cuban dancer, actress, and educator Melvis 

Santa was born and raised in the heart of an eclectic neighborhood in 

Havana, being exposed to multi-cultural traditions early on. Since age 4 she 

participated every weekend in the art programs offered by Gran Teatro de La 

Habana, Teatro Bellas Artes, and El Musical, three legendary theaters located

in her hometown. At 7 she started playing classical piano. Years later she graduated of Piano and Music Theory from the 

prestigious Amadeo Roldan Conservatory. Melvis made a splash on the Cuban musical scene at the age of 14 when she 

founded the collective vocal group Sexto Sentido, a project that jazz great Chucho Valdés deemed as “the best Cuban vocal 

quartet of the past 30 years” in 2007. The ensemble won the first prize of the Jo-Jazz (Cuban Youth Jazz competition) in 

2001. In 2010 Melvis spread her wings and appeared as one of the lead vocalists of Interactivo, a seminal fusion band  

in Cuba. Melvis has collaborated with greats such as Roman Diaz, Ravi Coltrane, Steve Coleman, David Virelles, Gilles 

Peterson and Havana Cultura, Adam Cruz, Linda Oh, Fabian Almazan, Bill O`Connell and the Latin Jazz All Stars, Emeline 

Michel, Les Nubians, Chucho Valdes, Michel Legrand, Joao Donato, Emilio Santiago, Descemer Bueno, Buena Vista 

Social Club, Danza Contemporanea de Cuba, Silvio Rodriguez, Pablo Milanes, Muñequitos de Matanzas, Team Cuba de 

La Rumba with Rumberos de Cuba, Jane Bunnett and Maqueque, among others.

ADDITIONAL Workshops are optional and extra charge. If you want to participate should be 
noted in the enrollment to Vocal Camp. 

AFRO CUBAN VOICE THERAPY - SUNDAY–TUESDAY, 12:00 am – 13:00 am

Workshop costs: 3 sesions x 1 hour = 35 Euro

MUSICALITY FOR SINGERS - WEDNESDAY–FRIDAY, 12:00 am – 13:00 am

Workshop costs: 3 sesions x 1 hour = 35 Euro

TEACHERS - ADDITIONAL WORKSHOP

AFRO CUBAN VOICE THERAPY
Havana born artist and educator Melvis Santa leads this group singing workshop that explores songs and 
rhythms from Cuba. Encompassing both oral traditions and academic methodology, Melvis works in a group 
setting towards a collective sound, teaching a unique repertoire from the Afro Cuban folklore and popular 
music, with additional focus on rhythm, harmony and vocal technique. Within a musical and communal 
environment, this class enables participants to listen and share their genuine voice, while introducing 
them to the art of choral singing and performance. No previous musical experience is necessary.  
All are welcome!

MUSICALITY FOR SINGERS
Sometimes we feel we are trapped on the same ideas and with the same „repetitive” melodies. There 
are some simple tools that can help us to „activate” our musical creativity and in this workshop, i will 
be sharing them with you. There are some simple tricks that you can use rhytmicly & melodicly that 
will help you finding your brand new songs!  



KUBA PALYS | Poland 

Instrumentalist, singer, graduate d  of Jazz and Popular Music. Winner of many 

festivals. Vocally  he took education  in Poland,  in  USA and  also  Brazil, under 

the guidance of outstanding teachers: Dean Kaelin, Wendy Parr, Regina 

Machado, Reef Barreiros  and  Andres Martorell  . For several years  already 

 he  is working and co-create r of one of the most alternative   artistic groups -  

CHOREA Theate r . Lecturer at the elite school of acting Roma Gąsiorowska aktoRstudio. Scholar of the Rotary Club of 

Music Department Faculdade Santa Marcelina in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Since 2008, he played dozens of concerts in Poland 

in the company of Brazilian musicians (Sambosa, Brazil Sung project Barbosa Trio, Tó Brandileone). Composer of music 

for performances / projects „Roosters, badgers and other goats”, „Sens action”, „Ugly”, „Lulabajki.” Pianist Lodz group  

The Blue Rabbit.

ADDITIONAL Workshops are optional and extra charge. If you want to participate should be noted 
in the enrollment to Vocal Camp. 

PULSE/RHYTHM/GROOVE - SUNDAY–TUESDAY, 13:00 am – 14:00 am
Workshop costs: 3 sesions x 1 hour = 35 Euro

BODY MUSIC - WEDNESDAY - FRIDAY, 13:00 am – 14:00 am
Workshop costs: 3 sesions x 1 hour = 35 Euro

TEACHERS - ADDITIONAL WORKSHOP

BODY MUSIC
The human body can stomp and clap, and some of the body can even snap your fingers :-) A melody can only 

sing voice” Yes? Seriously? And if it turns out that the melody can be generated without the use of voice, 

playing on your won lips? And if it turns out that you can clap in many ways? What if it turns out that the 

human body is a complete musical instrument, whose exploration is a super pleasant physical experience 

and super good fun? And if it turns out that such an adventure among music freaks it even more fun? 

If you are intrigued by these questions, it means that this workshop is for you! We cordially invite you to  

a fascinating journey into the world of music Body Music!

PULSE/RHYTHM/GROOVE
The workshop is focused on the issue of pulse, groove and rhythm in music. Is the rhythm already the 

pulse? Whats a difference between groove and the pulse?  And how we should find a Metrum in all of 

that? What to do to revive a song or change its character with simple tools? And a pause? But silence 

is also the music ... :-)



DHARNI NG | Singapure 

Dharni is recognized as one of the best beatboxers in the world. He took the 

title of “Emperor of The Mic” in 2011, said to be the hardest Beatbox battle 

event in the world. With just a mic, Dharni will amaze you with the wide 

spectrum of bass, synths, beats, instruments, melodies of various genres he 

has learnt from the past 12 years of honing his audible skills.

Dharni has also had the opportunity to open for artistes like Black Eyed Peas, Kanye West, Jin, Lady Gaga, Flux Pavilion and 

also performed during Mariah Carey’s concert during the F1 festivities in Singapore in 2010.

ADDITIONAL Workshops are optional and extra charge. If you want to participate should be noted 
in the enrollment to Vocal Camp. 

BEATBOX - THURSDAY–SATURDAY, 12:00 am – 13:00 am
Workshop costs: 3 sesions x 1 hour = 35 Euro

SOCIAL MEDIA - WEDNESDAY–FRIDAY, 13:00 am – 14:00 am
Workshop costs: 3 sesions x 1 hour = 35 Euro

TEACHERS - ADDITIONAL WORKSHOP

BEATBOX
In these workshops, Dharni would be introducing to the people what beatbox is actually about and exploring  

new boundaries with the human vocals as a musical instrument.

SOCIALMEDIA
3 days of „MUST HAVE” social media knowledge from the Master. Dharni is experienced „youtuber” with more 

then a million views of his videos. He will pass tips about facebook, snapchat, instagram, and videoblog tools.



ANDRES MARTORELL | Ireland, Uruguay

 INTRO TO VOICE COACHING

HOW DOES IT WORK:

Duration: Extra training 5 day course

Hours: One hour daily plus the chance to observe and learn from all the vocal 

coaches in camp

Cost: 200 euros

IMPORTANT:

- This course is an introduction , and not CERTIFICATION is given from it

- Not IVA certified or students teachers can enroll for this course

TEACHERS - ADDITIONAL WORKSHOP

INTRO TO VOICE COACHING
For the first time in camp we have the chance of introduce some of our students to the world of training singers.

In this course you will learn a lots of tools to start your career as a vocal coach.

- We will discuss anatomy & vocal function

- The use of vocalises & excercises

- You will learn to analyze a client’s voice and to solve any functional problem you client may have

- We will talk basic Vocal Science and lots of Vocal Health Tips

- Also, you will learn what are the worldwide options available to become a vocal coach

- And you will have access to see all our wonderfull teachers in action and learn from observing



INVESTMENT
PRICE: 890 Euro  
Early bird price before December 10th!
(includes: accommodation, 3 buffet meals daily, transport inside Poland (from the airport 
and back), every day Vocal Lessons, all style afternoon workshops and evening activities
EXTRA EACH ADDITIONAL WORKSHOP  - 35 Euro  
*please let us know your choice ASAP so we will be able to arrange your private lessons 
times correctly
EXTRA TRAINING - Intro to Voice Coaching with Andres Martorell - 200 Euro

TO REGISTER IN 3 STEPS: 
1. Email us to europeanvocalcamp@gmail.com or call +48 501-083-594 or +353 86-069-35-18  
2. Pay BOOKING FEE - 250 Euro 
     Payal to gvoicestudio@gmail.com  
     Bank Transfer: ING BANK , VOCAL CAMP, AWIFT/BIC: INGBPLPW , 
    IBAN: PL 72 1050 1054 1000 0092 3116 1754 
*Only by paying deposit fee you will have a space guaranteed for Vocal Camp VII. 
Notice! that Vocal Camp places are very limited, only 65 people can attend.
*II part of payment you can either do through paypal or bank transfer again or 
pay us at Vocal Camp  
3. Send us your style workshop choice, your additional workshop choice, if you 
will attend to Extra Training of Voice Coaching, your phone number and flight 
detailes once you have them. 

 INFORMATION
Magda Navarrete & Andres Martorell 
europeanvocalcamp@gmail.com, www.europeanvocalcamp.com 
Since the VII European Vocal Camp 2017 is a very large international project
Payment for the workshop policy is tightened.
There’s not fee refund available, but you can transfer your booking fee to 
another person who may wish to attend camp.


